Bottom line in hunt for stroke cure as scientists study cells from patients' buttocks

By FIONA MACRAE SCIENCE CORRESPONDENT

Scientists are hoping to get to the bottom of stroke – by studying cells from patients’ buttocks.

Glasgow University researchers believe that changes in microscopic blood vessels in the samples will shed light on what goes wrong in the brain.

While the idea may seem odd, the blood vessels of interest are found around the body – and the buttocks are much more accessible than the brain.

The study centres on a devastating inherited condition called Cadasil, in which patients suffer repeated strokes which can eventually do so much damage that they develop dementia.

Some will suffer their first stroke in their 20s and need round-the-clock care from their 40s.

With a child of an affected parent having a 50/50 chance of developing the disease themselves, some people will be caring for a loved one while mindful that they too
could fall ill at any time.

Treatment is limited to easing symptoms such as depression when they occur and doing things like stopping smoking and living healthily to reduce the risk of stroke.

The Stroke Association-funded study could also provide vital information about ‘normal’ strokes.

Researcher Keith Muir, a neurologist and stroke specialist, said: ‘Cadasil is an important problem in its own right.

‘It causes significant disability among people who are typically quite young and is much more common than previously thought.

‘It might also have important things to tell us about other common forms of stroke.

‘Understanding both would be of great benefit.’

Some 150,000 Britons suffer a stroke each year and the condition is the biggest cause severe disability, with more than half of survivors left dependent on others for help with day to day life.

Although most people won’t have heard if it, Cadasil affects around 1 in 10,000 Britons, making it as common as motor neurone disease.

It is already known the condition is caused by a fault in a gene that makes a protein found in microscopic blood vessels around the body.

Diseased blood vessels can't open and close properly in response to changes in blood pressure.

This affects blood flow to the brain and raises the odds of strokes.

It is hoped the blood vessels in the buttock samples taken from eight patients will shed more light on what exactly does wrong and pave the way for treatments.
Some 150,000 Britons suffer a stroke each year and the condition is the biggest cause of severe disability.

With up to a quarter of normal strokes bearing some of the hallmarks of Cadasil, any findings could have wider implications.

Dr Madina Kara, of the Stroke Association, said: ‘Cadasil is the most common cause of inherited stroke.

‘People who are affected by the condition are more likely to have recurrent strokes from mid-adulthood and can suffer from depression, complex disability and dementia.

‘Often people with Cadasil have to care for disabled relatives whilst knowing they too may develop the disease.

‘While the affected gene has been identified, it is unclear how the defect results in the disease and there is currently no proven treatment for those with Cadasil.

‘Our findings could further our knowledge of this devastating condition and help to develop treatments in the long term.’

Professor Muir said: ‘It seems like a big opportunity to intervene at a stage when you could stop disability.

‘If you could come up with something that might be effective, the potential gains are huge.

‘For those who are in their 20s and 30s and see their future as being pretty bleak, it could make a big difference.’
Constant Fatigue? Heart Surgeon Warns: “These Commons Foods Could Be To Blame”
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Thanks for the photo of the buttocks, wouldn't have known what they looked like otherwise!

Was she viewing the buttocks on a slide?

Ah. So THAT'S what buttocks look like. Gee, thanks, DM. Where would we be without you & your helpful file photos......

Avoid stroke by taking FRUITFLOW daily. Fruitflow® is a breakthrough ingredient â the first natural, scientifically substantiated solution contributing to healthy blood flow. In ten human trials, consumption of Fruitflow® has been proven to maintain healthy platelet aggregation and improve blood flow. The effect takes place within 1.5 hours and lasts for 12 to 18 hours. When taken regularly on a once per day basis, the effect is continuous.

*Ten human trials? That it?

I always like to check something like that out on Amazon. The customer reviews are informative.

What a gorgeous stone male bottom, lovely specimen
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Make-up free Paris Jackson cuts a casual figure in sweatpants and gold chains as she touches down in London after partying at New York Fashion Week
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'Who doesn't love to twirl all day??': Britney Spears shows off athletic agility as she spins in circles at home
Abs-solutely fabulous! Victoria's Secret model Georgia Fowler flaunts her flat stomach and slender legs while lobster fishing in The Bahamas

Beaming Mel B exhibits her gym-honed frame in a crop top and grey camo leggings as she enjoys a low-key shopping date with daughter Madison, 6
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"Public naughtiness": Cheeky Courtney Stodden flashes her bare breasts in VERY provocative clip during explicit clip
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Anna Wintour puts on her signature stylish display as she sits front row at J.W Anderson presentation for London Fashion Week

Socialite Lady Victoria Hervey, 41, goes braless in a plunging wrap top as she parades her lithe physique at London Fashion Week bash

Daddy's little girl! Rob Kardashian shares sweet video clip of daughter Dream saying 'dada' from her crib

Proud mom Serena Williams bonds with newborn daughter Alexis Olympia in delightful new video

Youthful Elizabeth Hurley, 52, sets Instagram alight as she flashes her busty assets ... after getting slammed for revealing her son Damian, 15, takes her sexy snaps

Jaden Smith maintains his signature style in a distressed denim jacket as he gives an electric performance during NBA's All-Star Weekend

Biker chic! Heidi Klum parades gym-honed physique in all-leather as she arrives to Mr. Chow's 50th Anniversary celebration in LA

'Fridays by the sea!' Hunky Gorka Márquez
shares sunbathing snap with bikini-clad Gemma Atkinson... after pair FINALLY confirm romance on Valentine's Day

"It's too late now": Jennifer Aniston puts a brave face on as Ellen DeGeneres makes awkward joke about her marriage to Justin Theroux just before split

Smitten Professor Green puts on a very cosy display with girlfriend Fae Williams at London Fashion Week bash

Curves ahead! Victoria's Secret models Josephine Skriver, Georgia Fowler and Roosmarijn De Kok pose TOPLESS for risque lingerie shoot

Spitting image! Sailor Brinkley Cook looks identical to mom Christie as she poses in skimpy bikinis for a sizzling new Sports Illustrated Swimsuit video

"It was horrendous!" Emotional Olivia Attwood gets teary-eyed as she reveals ex Chris Hughes insisted their face-to-face break up take place ON CAMERA.

"She's like an exuberant parrot!" Davina McCall slammed by This Morning viewers for bizarre behaviour as they beg presenter to stop shouting

Katie Price 'gets 6-month driving ban for SECOND TIME in six years and £750 fine after speeding in her Land Rover near her West Sussex home'

EXCLUSIVE: 'I wanted to get myself in the best possible shape for the show!' Survival Of The Fittest hunk David Lundy reveals how he honed his physique for new ITV2 reality series

Mia Wasikowska turns heads in a plunging
black gown as she hits the red carpet with Robert Pattinson for Damsel premiere at Berlin Film Festival

Tangerine dream! Lupita Nyong'o dazzles in colorful dress featuring gold embroidery at South African premiere of Black Panther

Puppy love! Sofia Richie welcomes new pet dog as she shares sweet video of herself cuddling canine

That's a hip new look! Pascal Craymer dons bizarre GROIN-flashing trousers as she throws herself into the ball pit at fashion bash

Kendall Jenner's relationship with Blake Griffin has 'taken a toll' after she was dragged into palimony suit by his ex Brynn Cameron

Another day, another bikini! Victoria's Secret vet Alessandra Ambrosio flaunts her taut tummy while on a Mexican getaway

Star in stripes! Margot Robbie wows in chic blouse and matching trousers as she attends screening of I, Tonya

Moss be her time to shine! Leggy Lottie goes braless in mini dress and thigh-high boots as she leads the stars at London Fashion Week party

The SS18 Children's Collection: Amber Le Bon, Molly Moorish and Ellie Rae Winstone turn heads at the capital's hottest shows as celebrity offspring take over London Fashion Week

Love is in the air! Kate Mara and husband Jamie Bell can't take their hands off each
Make-up free Uma Thurman steps out with daughter Maya Hawke in NYC... after leveling accusations against Harvey Weinstein

Courtney Cox keeps it casual in striped blouse and jeans as she steps out in LA... after gal pal Jennifer Aniston's shock split

Rihanna bundles up in elaborate furry coat as she jets into NY... but keeps it comfortable in sweatpants and boots

Making a statement! Busy Philipps rocks sweatshirt declaring "Hysterical Female" as she runs errands in LA

If you've got it! Outlander star Caitriona Balfe dazzles in electric blue mini dress as she shows off short new hair style

The TOWIE girls Turn(er) heads! Yazmin Oukhellou shows off her eye-popping cleavage in plunging top as she joins busty Amber for night out

Iskra Lawrence displays her impressive cleavage in tiny red bralet as she leads the glamour at glitzy Isabel Kristensen LFW show

Bringing the va va voom! Nicole Murphy sizzles as she showcases her fantastic figure in sideboob-showcasing dress at All-Star bash

"Uh oh... did we lose him?" Jamie Foxx storms off mid-interview after being asked about Katie Holmes at All-Star celebrity basketball game
White hot! Demi Rose sizzles in body-hugging slashed mini dress as she turns heads at London Fashion Week

Smitten Ian Thorpe shares a sweet moment with boyfriend Ryan Channing as they direct bikini-clad models for sizzling beauty shoot on the beach

Justin Bieber returns to NBA Celebrity All-Star game seven years after winning MVP... but is once again on the losing team

"You are divine!" Beaming Elyse Knowles looks radiant as she shares her baby joy while lovingly cradling newborn in hospital

Making a splash! Charlize Theron smolders for the camera as she poses in sophisticated black outfit for photo shoot on Malibu beach

Kayleigh Morris flashes her abs in a scarlet co-ord as she joins leggy EOTB co-star Holly Rickwood for a girls' night out

"This song's s**t!" Katie Price's son Junior, 12, shouts out swear word during his mother's Instagram live video

EXCLUSIVE: Tom Daley and husband Lance Black are spotted together for the first time since announcing they are expecting their first child

"I wanna be around you": Malika Haqq tearfully confronts Khloe on Keeping Up With The Kardashians after her BFF moves in with her beau

Emily Mortimer dazzles in an elegant black ball gown with eye-catching oversized bow for The Bookshop premiere at Berlin Film Festival

Pep in her step! Amanda Seyfried goes for coffee run in sporty
Leggings and casual sweatshirt
Her signature long hair was down in windblown waves

Tallia Storm turns heads in a thigh-skimming jumper dress and racy red boots as she arrives at Mulberry's LFW show

'I get uncomfortable and insecure': Pregnant Khloe Kardashian reveals sex while expecting 'became harder' and 'limiting' as she entered her third trimester

Pixie Geldof displays her edgy style in a black quilted jacket and blue camo jeans at Ashley Williams' London Fashion Week show
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<td>Scientists create first human-sheep hybrids - paving the way for organs to be grown in animals for...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultrathin smart bodysuit could be given to elderly people to monitor their vitals and alert nurses to...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitting is linked to 9 more cancers: Cancer expert rewriting the exercise guidelines says just 1 hour of TV...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jabs of belly fat help repair faces after cancer surgery damage: Pioneering treatment proves effective at...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is ANYTHING being done to fight the blood-eating hospital bug that may have affected thousands of British...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The elastic ball that could save thousands from the pain of the coil: Pioneering contraceptive ball hailed...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>So much for an 18-week target: Patients are facing eight month wait for hip operations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revealed: Best paid male NHS doctor earns £740,000 a year (that's 2½ times the highest earning woman on...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR MAX THE MIND DOCTOR: When we see another person in distress it's only natural to comfort them - telling...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What a transformation! Retail worker, 24, whose face was a 'red hot mess', covered in painful bumps that...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How you are more likely to finish a home-cooked meal (and the average Briton wastes 13 stone of food a...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MORE HEADLINES

MORE DON'T MISS

 › Bohemian chic! Kylie Minogue flashes a peek of cleavage in a plunging maxidress... after facing backlash for charging fans $1680 for a meet and greet

 › EXCLUSIVE: ‘It was so scary!’ Human Ken Doll Rodrigo Alves reveals he was locked inside a shop after being mobbed... as he turns heads in dazzling checkered suit

 › Katie Holmes shimmies her way along the street to amuse boyfriend Jamie Foxx as they head to play basketball
Monochrome magic! Olivia Culpo turns heads in black and white as she hits the shops in New York.

“I would have had an easier time f***** Aretha Franklin”: Chris Rock recalls humiliating time when Rihanna rejected him because she “looked at me like I was one of her aunts”.

Cozy Caitlyn! Jenner wraps up in a cardigan as she goes casual in skinny jeans to run errands in Los Angeles.

“I have a broken heart”: Lena Dunham alludes to split from Jack Antonoff as she shares heartfelt message while leaving hospital after hysterectomy.

“You had ONE job!” Kourtney Kardashian leaves fans in hysterics as they spot glaring TYPOS on her Valentine’s Day gift to mum Kris Jenner.

MIC’s Tiffany Watson showcases her VERY ample assets in perilously plunging crop-top as she steps out at LFW.

New look: A sheer delight! Evan Rachel Wood performs in see-through tank top and suspenders at Hollywood’s Hotel Cafe.

Sale now on! Fashion designer Tommy Hilfiger chops another $4 million off the price of his colorful, pop art-filled Florida mansion complete with scratch-and-sniff wallpaper.

EXCLUSIVE: Michael Jackson’s half-sister reveals how dad Joe carried on his 25-year affair with her mother by pretending to be on business trips.

Plaid to see you! Karlie Kloss looks ready for a weekend in Scotland as she’s spotted at airport... after a glamorous New York Fashion Week.

The morning after the night before! Make-up free Gemma Collins looks a little dishevelled as she steps out in Essex after VERY boozy night.

Busty Chloe Khan puts on an eye-popping display in a tie-up crop top and thigh-high boots as she hits the town in Liverpool.

Jungle Queen Georgia 'Toff' Toffolo nails spring chic in lilac trousers and grey overcoat as she puffs on a cigarette while out and about in Chelsea.

Ariel Winter flaunts her eye-popping cleavage in tiny crop top and leggings as she swings heavy ropes in intense fitness routine.

Roses are red... Social media sensation Skye Wheatley flaunts her sensational front in a perilously plunging top for sizzling Instagram snap.

PIC EXCLUSIVE: Christine McGuinness looks emotional as she's seen for the first time since 'kicking husband Paddy out of the family home.'


Teri Hatcher has a baking meltdown and Paul Hollywood gets a pie to the face: The all-new Great Stand Up to Cancer Bake Off trailer reveals the show's most chaotic scenes yet.

Suits you, Emma! Roberts puts her envy-inducing legs on parade as she joins sexy supermodel Jourdan Dunn at the star-studded Mulberry show for LFW.

"Hope he loses his passport and stays there": Paul Burrell faces backlash for sharing Diana stories during appearance on I'm A Celebrity Australia.
Getting busy! Lionel Richie takes girlfriend Lisa Parisa to dinner with pals as he preps for return of American Idol and his Vegas shows

'Things fizzled out': Emmerdale star Anthony Quinlan splits from Strictly dancer girlfriend Dianne Buswell 'after struggling with long distance'

EXCLUSIVE 'I'll never not be broody': Rochelle Humes on babies, keeping the spark alive with husband Marvin and body confidence

'I felt so guilty': Strictly's Ore Oduba introduces baby son Roman to This Morning viewers as he reveals regret over leaving wife Portia to look after him

EXCLUSIVE: No intimate photos, no men's clothes, no Justin Theroux! The tell-tale signs in Jennifer Aniston's home photo shoot that revealed her marriage was over

'You're a supergirl!': Doting mom Serena Williams dresses her five-month-old daughter Alexis in cute costume

Only three months left to go! Eva Longoria, 42, shows off large baby bump while exiting a Beverly Hills hair salon with wet locks

Don't read this Justin! Selena Gomez reveals she had a huge crush on the 'hot' man inside Barney the dinosaur costume when she was eight

'Anaheim Hillbillie': Gwen Stefani, 48, looks youthful as she wears old tour sweatshirt while shopping in Santa Monica with two of her sons

Feeling Dirrty! Christina Aguilera shares VERY sexy naked bathtub snaps on Instagram

'It's not happening is it?' Liam Gallagher insists
his bitter feud with brother Noel has NOT been resolved... after winning Godlike Genius NME Award

'We didn't think we'd get her!' Nicole Kidman reveals her total amazement that Meryl Streep agreed to join Big Little Lies

'We want to have a family ourselves': Broody Joe Swash admits he's keen on having children with girlfriend Stacey Solomon

Double trouble! Sports Illustrated Swimsuit beauty Danielle Herrington sizzles in TWO different skin-tight dresses as she steps out in NYC

Eleanor Tomlinson is the picture of elegance in pleated nude dress and glittering heels as she poses at Newport Beach Film Festival bash in London

'They punked us for four-and-a-half hours!' Gretchen Rossi and Slade Smiley reveal they're victims of Sacha Baron Cohen's new movie

Single in the city! Olivia Munn enjoys a solo stroll on Valentine's Day after her ex Aaron Rodgers moves on with Danica Patrick

Chloe Goodman puts on a leggy display in thigh-skimming suedette skirt as she joins busty sisters Lauryn and Amelia at fashion bash in London

Black Panther: Claws for celebration as the Panther goes all 007! Writes BRIAN VINER

In need of a pickup? Justin Bieber grabs an iced coffee in Los Angeles after a romantic Valentine's date with Selena Gomez
Lawyer representing Jennifer Hudson and David Otunga's son 'demands judge bans duo from asking child's therapist to testify' as nasty custody case continues

'Speak Love': Fuller House star Jodie Sweetin is casual chic in graphic tee and striped pants for celeb-stacked Rookie USA Fashion Show

New couple alert! Lucy Hale receives sweet Valentine's Day smooch (and rose) from Life Sentence co-star Riley Smith on date night in LA

The Shape of Water: British star Sally Hawkins should win an Oscar for her luminous performance as a mute woman who falls for a very fishy fella, writes Brian Viner

'You can run but you can't hide': Katy Perry and Orlando Bloom share a VERY flirty exchange on Instagram after she catches a bouquet at wedding

Belle And Sebastian: How To Solve Our Human Problems (Matador) - Glasgow's indie veterans show staying power, writes Adrian Thrills

Sealed with a kiss! Hayden Panettiere and Wladimir Klitschko enjoy romantic Barbados beach vacation with family

Kringe! Drunk Kris Jenner attempts to sing Spice Girls during hilarious karaoke session... and twerks up a storm to Baby Got Back at family Valentine's Day party

The Shape of Water: British star Sally Hawkins should win an Oscar for her luminous performance as a mute woman who falls for a
Bottom line in hunt for stroke cure as scientists study cells from patients' buttocks – Daily Mail Online

- 'Beautiful piece': Jack Antonoff reacts to ex Lena Dunham's essay on her hysterectomy... which includes her recalling how their relationship crumbled

- Natalie Portman and Jennifer Jason Leigh didn't know their Annihilation characters had been 'whitewashed'... and call for more women of color to be cast in films

- Catch Her If You Can! Leonardo DiCaprio's model ex Toni Garrn goes braless in sexy cutaway gown at Berlin's film festival for Isle of Dogs premiere

- 'Communicate here and there': Tyga says he keeps in contact with ex-girlfriend and new mom Kylie Jenner

- Candice Brown puts on a sultry display in slinky cut-out dress and scarlet heels as she hits the pink carpet at the I, Tonya premiere in London

- David and Victoria Beckham have a BANNED open wood fire in their London home... at risk of a whopping £1,000 fine from the council

- Perfect match! Hailey Clauson coordinates with boyfriend Julian Herrera in black as she showcases flat belly in cropped sweatshirt

- TOWIE WOWIE! Chloe Meadows shows off her toned curves in a sizzling scarlet bikini as she posts throwback snap to celebrate Valentine's Day

- Oh so chic! Cindy Crawford, 51, wears all-black ensemble while on a shopping spree in New York City
Rio Ferdinand’s partner Kate Wright is praised by fans for making the widower’s children the centre of attention on Valentine’s Day

Dancing on Ice’s Brooke Vincent flatters her slim figure in chic blouse and lace fitted trousers as she attends the London premiere of I, Tonya

Survival Of The Fittest SPOILER: ‘I want to go home’: Lottie James breaks down in tears AGAIN after being accused of not ‘supporting’ the other girls after losing task

‘To my one and only!’: Tom Hanks’ wife Rita Wilson shares sweet photo as they prepare to celebrate their 30 YEAR wedding anniversary

Très chic! Mollie King brightens up her thin knit and flares with a scarlet beret as she heads home from radio appearance in London

Kim Zolciak buys bulletproof backpacks for her school-aged children in wake of Florida massacre where 17 people were killed

Silver siren! Model Robyn Lawley puts on an eye-popping display as she shows off her ample cleavage in a metallic bra at Sports Illustrated Swimsuit bash in NYC

Make-up free Sam Frost shows off her radiant skin in glowing selfie during day off from Home And Away filming... after she was mocked for acting skills

‘He married sexuality and glamour’: The Assassination Of Gianni Versace actor Edgar Ramirez talks the power of the late Italian designer
'It drags everything back up from the past': Charlotte Crosby 'set to risk thousands by pulling out of joint business with ex Stephen Bear... in order to move on with Joshua Ritchie'

'It's a shame': Coronation Street star Daniel Brocklebank 'splits from Mr Gay World hunk Stuart Hatton after three months together'

'My two great loves': Pregnant Katie Waissel showcases her baby bump as she gushes over boyfriend Andy Speer in sweet Valentine's Day tribute

Meet Sienna Princess: Ciara shares first photos of baby girl with Russell Wilson through social media

Beaming Ferne McCann cuts a stylish figure in flared jeans and a boyfriend jumper as she enjoys a stroll with baby daughter Sunday

Love struck Courtney Stodden, 23, flashes major sideboob in a slinky red gown as she puckers up to new man Chris Sheng, 37, on Valentine's Day

He's a softie at heart! Sylvester Stallone shops for jewelry for his wife of 20 years during last minute spree on Valentine's Day

Tilda Swinton, 57, shows off her trademark androgynous style in quirky trouser suit and heels as she promotes Isle of Dogs at Berlin film festival

Tanned Tamara Ecclestone shows off incredibly slimline figure in skimpy coral bikini as she carries daughter Sophia on beach in Dubai

Back to the grind! Newly-engaged Idris Elba, 45, shoots scenes on the set of crime thriller Luther for the first time since proposing to Sabrina Dhowre, 29
Meghan’s day off! Miss Markle’s doppelgänger Parisa Fitz-Henley takes a pause from filming on the set of the movie based on her romance with Harry

EXCLUSIVE: ‘Please don’t follow in my footsteps!’ Human Ken Doll Rodrigo Alves warns Lauren Goodger against more plastic surgery

Andrea Corr, 43, sizzles in the sun as she parades her age-defying figure in tiny bikini on Barbados beach break

‘Kids watching mummy’, Peter Andre, 44, shares sweet snap of his children gazing at Emily, 28, on Lorraine... as she admits they have ‘no time for romance’

‘Months of manipulation, grooming and gaslighting’: Maze Runner author accused of sexual harassment, dropped by his agent

RHOC star Shannon Beador ‘blindsided’ as ex David goes public with new girlfriend in gushing Valentine’s post before divorce is finalized

Suites up! Bella Hadid steps out in gray plaid blazer and trousers set with sneakers for outing in NYC

Prince Frederik and Crown Princess Mary take their children to visit the sea of flowers laid in tribute to Denmark’s Prince Henrik

Making plans? Britney Spears would ‘love to have a baby girl’ with boyfriend of one year Sam Asghari

More than one year of publicly dating

‘Feel sexy with my 8 month preggo bump’: April Love Geary puts on jaw-dropping display in lingerie for Valentine’s Day

Robin Thicke’s girlfriend Heating up the stage! New Rules singer Dua Lipa looks lovely in red off-the-shoulder top as
Now that's an ice breaker! French figure skaters Vanessa James and Morgan Ciprès stun spectators with their heavy metal routine

Nick Knowles' estranged wife Jessica Rose Moor hints she has a new beau with Valentine's Day post amid bitter divorce battle with DIY SOS star

'Luckiest girl in the world': Sugababes' Jade Ewan reveals she's engaged to actor Daniel de Bourg after he proposed on Valentine's Day

A Dyer turn of events! Dani Mas wears a sling on outing with her mother Jo... after dislocating her shoulder on Survival Of The Fittest

Already at war? Bethenny Frankel is called 'very annoying' by TV co-star Fredrik Eklund as she claims he 'overspends'

'Sometimes there's envy there': Jenny Agutter defends her Call The Midwife co-star Helen George after she was targeted by cruel trolls over her weight

Lingerie-clad Geordie Shore star Sophie Kasaei showcases incredible weight loss in sexy boudoir snaps as she boasts about her new confidence

PIC EXCLUSIVE: Out and a bout! Burly boxer Tyson Fury displays softer side as he carries daughter Venzuela across shoulders on family break

Dan Osborne is trolled about 'inappropriate' kissing picture with daughter Ella, 3... as his fans leap to defend the doting dad

Richard Madeley claims Liam and Noel Gallagher burgled their home when Judy was asleep but can't remember it as they were 'so out of it'

'To my gorgeous girl, you make me happier, stronger, better!': Jennifer Lopez, 46, kisses Alex Rodriguez,
Mirror mirror, on the wall: Lauren Pope flaunts her toned and tanned physique in a tiny black bikini as she enjoys blissful Dubai getaway

Coronation Street: 'He is FIT!' Fans go wild as Michelle Connor's 'hot' son Alex makes his surprise debut on the soap to revisit baby swap storyline

'No time for romance with kids!' Emily MacDonagh, 28, had a family meal for Valentine's... after Peter Andre, 44, confessed she avoids intimacy

'He's probably embarrassed!' Christine Lampard slams 'odd' Elizabeth Hurley, 52, for getting her son Damian, 15, to snap all her sexy bikini pictures

Mommy and me! Fergie enjoys a low-key festive Valentine's Day dinner with her four-year-old son Axl in Los Angeles

Her main man

The Spice Girls finally 'sign contracts for UK and US reunion shows'... days after Victoria Beckham declared 'the girls AREN'T going on tour'

Kate Upton poses TOPLESS as she shares a slew of sizzling bikini snaps from 'empowering' Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Issue

Bikini-clad Alessandra Ambrosio looks sensational as she spends Valentine's Day on the beach with gal pals during sun-soaked break in Mexico

'My valentine' Besotted Brooklyn Beckham shares sweet snap with girlfriend Chloe Moretz as they enjoy a romantic dinner date

Cheryl CONFIRMS her prime-time TV comeback... but
・chooses BBC's latest talent show over ITV's The X Factor

・Survivor winner Jenna Morasca arrested for DUI after she was found unconscious in SUV and 'bit a police officer' after apparent drug overdose

・'What the F***?' Mick Jagger's son Lucas, 18, confused as Kanye leaves fans baffled with 54 photos of famous couples during NINE HOUR Instagram spree

・'You make me the happiest': Downton Abbey's Allen Leech announces his engagement to American actress Jessica Herman

・Her Galentine! Tallia Storm flaunts her pins in glittering mini dress on night out at NME bash... after VERY public war of words with ex Brooklyn Beckham

・Real Housewives Of Atlanta star Claudia Jordan, 44, flaunts her toned figure in a bright palm-print bikini as she soaks up the sun in Miami

・'Throwback Thursday!' Coy Nicole Kidman cosies up to beaming Keith Urban as they are pictured as a couple for the FIRST time in forgotten snap

・Prince Charles is back to his cheerful self as he arrives in Durham for an official visit - a day after making a thinly-veiled dig at Trump on climate change

・One Less Lonely Girl: Selena Gomez tenderly strokes Justin Bieber's face before he leans in for kiss during Valentine's meal as romance gets serious

・Model Bianca Balti fails to conceal her ample bust as she goes braless in dress with VERY low neckline at Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Issue bash
McFly star Danny Jones' wife Georgia shares a snap of her painfully swollen 'rock hard' breast after giving birth - and fans warn her she could have mastitis.

'I thought she was playing a trick': Tear-eyed Paul Burrell admits he begged Princess Diana to open her eyes after she died.

EXCLUSIVE: 'I would start crying and shaking': Bella Hadid discusses her crippling battle with anxiety as she makes a cameo on Making A Model.

Amber Dowding wears plunging white mini dress as she enjoys a sweet Valentine's Day dinner with Chris Clark... after the couple were axed from TOWIE.

'Innocent children are dying!' Emotional Shanina Shaik demands action from the US government following tragic high school gun massacre in Florida.

Meghan Markle's former make-up artist reveals star's ONE favourite beauty rule (because of her 'pet peeve' over having her freckles covered up).

Bear who? Charlotte Crosby shows off a HUGE bunch of Valentine's Day roses from new boyfriend Joshua Ritchie... after confirming romance.

Strictly's Giovanni Pernice FINALLY confirms his romance with TOWIE's Jessica Wright as he steals a smooch in sweet Valentine's Day picture.

Voluptuous swimwear model Tabria Majors showcases her curves in plunging thong bodysuit as she sends temperatures soaring at Sports Illustrated bash.

'Prayers won't do this. Congress, please do your job': Kim Kardashian leads celebs demanding action after yet another gun massacre in Florida.

She's got front! Danielle Herrington takes the plunge in gold number as she proudly shows...